We propose an optical configuration for a transflective mode with a circular polarizer for the vertical alignment liquid crystal cell, which can show the wideband property of high contrast in oblique incidence. The proposed configuration consists of a biaxial film and two uniaxial films for satisfying both the transmissive and the reflective modes. Optimization of the optical configuration of the circular polarizer has been performed on the Poincaré sphere in the entire visible wavelength range using the Stokes vector and the Mueller matrix method. We also verify the excellent optical characteristics of the proposed configuration by comparing the viewing angle and contrast ratio in the oblique direction with a conventional optical configuration in calculation.
Introduction
Recently, many studies have been performed with a view to improving the optical properties in the liquid crystal display (LCD) industry [1] [2] [3] [4] . In particular, the rapid growth of the market for mobile devices, such as cell phones and personal digital assistants, has resulted in research that aims to produce high contrast ratios, high brightness, and a wide viewing angle. In this vein, the transflective mode could be an important display mode that can integrate the features of the transmissive mode and the reflective mode. In particular, the current transflective liquid crystal (LC) mode emphasizes higher brightness in addition to a wide viewing angle and high contrast ratio because the high resolution of the display can deteriorate the brightness of the cell. Therefore, this research will apply a circular polarizer, rather than a linear polarizer, to the current outdoor display because of its high brightness. To demonstrate the good electro-optical characteristics of the transflective mode using a circular polarizer, several pieces of research have been studied that looked at improving the optical configuration of the LC cell. For example, Ko et al. showed an optical configuration using a biaxial film and a C-plate for the reflective mode in order to improve optical characteristics [5] . A combination of an A-plate and a C-plate was proposed byconsisting of two C-plates and two A-plates in order to reduce the off-axis light leakage in the dark state. However, these researchers considered the optimization of the cell at only a single wavelength, so they did not discuss the wideband property.
Another optical configuration, proposed by Pancharatnam [9] , conceptually applied the wideband property by using the combination of a uniaxial λ=2 plate and a uniaxial λ=4 plate [10] , so that it could expect an excellent dark state in the normal direction. However, the proposed optical configuration did not consider optical performance in an oblique direction, so that it could not show a good viewing angle property.
To satisfy the both the wideband and wide viewing angle requirements for the transflective mode, therefore, in this paper we propose an optical configuration that can provide a good optical property for the wideband and a wide viewing angle for a vertical alignment (VA) LCD. We expect that the wideband property will be attained using a wideband λ=4 plate that consists of a λ=2 biaxial film and a uniaxial λ=4 plate. Moreover, we also expect a wide viewing angle property owing to the λ=2 biaxial film and an additional negative C-plate. The optimization of the optical films used has been performed on the Poincaré sphere in the entire visible wavelength using the Stokes vector and the Mueller matrix method. We compared the optical characteristics of the proposed optical configuration with the conventional mode, which uses a combination of a λ=2 uniaxial film and a uniaxial λ=4 plate for the wideband property in the normal direction, in calculations for the verification of the proposed configuration. In general, there are several reasons for the light leakage of an LCD in an oblique direction. One can be the shift of the polarization axis of the polarizer and the optical axis in each optical film. This causes a change in the effective principle axis of the optical films as a function of the observation direction (the polar angle θ and the azimuth angle φ) by the deviation angle δ [11] . The second reason is the change in the retardation value of the compensation film in the oblique incidence. The change of retardation value Γ in each optical film as functions of the polar θ and the azimuth angle φ of the incident light can be easily calculated using the extended 2 × 2 Jones matrix method [12] [13] [14] . The last factor is the dispersion of the refractive index of the optical films along the wavelength [15, 16] . The polarization states of the three primary colors (red, green, and blue) commonly differ from one another after passing through the LC cell and the compensation films, due to their dissimilar material and wavelength dispersion properties. Thus, in order to achieve an excellent dark state at the oblique incidence, the phase dispersion in the entire visible wavelength should be removed.
B. Polarization States in the Reflective Mode
The conventional configuration of the transflective circular polarizer comprises two linear polarizers, four positive A-plates and the VA LC cell, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . In this paper, we assume that the optical axis of the VA LC cell in the absence of an electric field can be the same as the optical axis of the positive C-plate. Figure 1(b) represents the polarization states for the reflective mode on the Poincaré sphere when the light passes through the cell in the normal direction. The symbols ♦, ▪, and • separately express the polarization state of the light with blue (b ¼ 450 nm), green (g ¼ 550 nm), and red wavelengths (r ¼ 630 nm). The starting position is at position T, where the ambient light passes normally through the upper linear polarizer. Then, after passing through the two upper positive A-plates and the VA LC cell, the polarization states of the light move to positions C r , C g , and C b . The position C, which has a circular polarization, is converted to position A after passing through the reflector surface, VA LC layer, and two upper positive A-plates. This means that the conventional circular polarizer shows a perfect dark state at normal incidence. However, the reflective mode of the conventional circular polarizer exhibits a large amount of off-axis light leakage. Figure 1 (c) illustrates the change in the polarization state for an oblique incident light inside the conventional circular polarizer for the diagonal direction. In the dark state, the oblique incident light is affected by the deviated angle δ compared to the normal incidence, when it passes the upper linear polarizer. Thus, the polarization position of the transmission axis of the upper linear polarizer deviates by 2δ from S 1 on the Poincaré sphere. Therefore, the starting polarization position at the oblique incidence is position T. The polarization positions of the light after passing through the upper λ=2 and λ=4 positive A-plates move to position C owing to the off-axis phase retardation of the two positive A-plates. Then, the polarization positions D r , D g , and D b after the light passes through the λ=4 VA-cell with a fast axis Q is fairly different from position −S 3 . Here, we can see that the large difference between positions D r , D g , and D b and position −S 3 will induce serious off-axis light leakage in the dark state. to C r , C g , and C b after passing through the lower λ=4 positive A-plate. In the same way, position C, which has a circular polarization, will be converted to position A after passing through the upper λ=4 and λ=2 positive A-plates. Thus, an excellent dark state can be obtained in the normal incidence. However, the conventional circular polarizer for the transmissive mode also exhibits light leakage in the oblique incidence. Figure 1(e) shows the polarization state when the light obliquely passes through the cell in a diagonal direction (θ ¼ 70°and φ ¼ 45°). The start position on the Poincaré sphere is position T when the light obliquely passes through the lower linear polarizer. Then, the polarization positions C r , C g , and C b after passing through the lower λ=2 and λ=4 positive A-plates deviate from circle S 1 -S 3 due to the accumulation of off-axis phase retardation from the lower positive Aplates. Thus, we can observe that light leakage occurs in the oblique incidence because the final polarization position of the light passing through the optical components in front of the final polarizer can be quite different from the polarization position of the absorption axis of the upper linear polarizer. To minimize light leakage at the oblique incidence, we propose to use λ=2 biaxial film instead of uniaxial λ=2 film and a negative C-plate, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Figure 2 (b) represents the change of the polarization state for the reflective mode on the Poincaré sphere when the light passes through the proposed configuration in the diagonal direction. The start position is position T, when the light passes obliquely through the upper linear polarizer. Then, the polarization position of the light changes from T to B after passing through the upper λ=2 biaxial film. The polarization position B moves to position D after passing through the upper λ=4 positive A-plate and the upper negative C-plate. Then, the polarization position of the light moves to position E in front of the reflector after passing through the λ=4 VA-cell. Finally, after passing through the reflector, the polarization position of the light is converted to position A, having passed through the λ=4 VA cell, the upper negative C-plate, the upper λ=4 positive A-plate, and the upper λ=2 biaxial film. Thus, a perfect dark state can be obtained in the oblique incidence. To change the polarization position of the light in front of the reflector at the −S 3 position in the oblique incidence, the following two conditions for the polarization state of the light in Fig. 2(b) should be satisfied. The first condition is that, after passing through the upper λ=2 biaxial film and the upper λ=4 positive A-plate, the polarization positions of the r, g, and b wavelengths should be on the circle S 1 -S 3 , as shown in Fig. 2(b) . For the calculation, we assume that the upper λ=4 positive A-plate has a normal wavelength dispersion, in which retardation decreases in proportion to an increase in wavelength. The optical configuration is optimized in the diagonal direction (θ ¼ 70°and φ ¼ 45°) because the off-axis light leakage can be maximized under this condition [9] . To satisfy the first condition, we calculate the polarization position of the light as a function of parameter N z ½¼ ðn x − n z Þ=ðn x − n y Þ after the light passes through the upper λ=2 biaxial film and the upper λ=4 positive A-plate. When the N z factor of the upper λ=2 biaxial film changes from 0 to 0.8, the polarization position of the light changes after passing through the upper λ=2 biaxial film and the upper λ=4 positive A-plate, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Here, the arc length is dependent on its in-plane phase retardation value dðn x − n y Þ, where d is the thickness and (n x − n y ) is the in-plane birefringence of the upper λ=2 biaxial film. These parameters should be considered to ensure that the polarization position moves to circle S 1 -S 3 . From the calculated result, we confirmed that the first condition for compensating for the oblique incidence can be satisfied with an upper λ=2 biaxial film with N z ≈ 0:36. The second condition is the determination of the retardation value of the upper negative C-plate. Here, we can easily calculate the retardation value of the negative C-plate by using the Mueller matrix and the Stokes vector [17, 18] . The four Stokes parameters can usually be written as
The Stokes parameters for the three primary wavelengths of light that have passed through the upper negative C-plate can be described as follows:
where Rð2θÞ and Rð−2θÞ are the rotating matrix and reverse rotating matrix to the principal axis. MðΓÞ depicts the Mueller matrix for rotated polarizing components with phase retardation Γ. SðAþÞ is the Stokes vector of the incident light after passing through the upper λ=4 positive A-plate, and S 0 represents the Stokes vector of the output light. S 0Aþ , S 1Aþ , S 2Aþ , and S 3Aþ are the Stokes polarization parameters of the Stokes vector SðAþÞ.
To move the polarization position of the light after it has passed through the λ=4 VA-cell to the position −S 3 , the polarization position of light that has passed through the upper negative C-plate, for the three primary wavelengths, should be located in the position D, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Here, the Stokes vector of position D is ð1; −0:99239; −0:00224; 0:123066Þ T , so we can obtain the retardation value of the negative C-plate by using Eq. (2). Figure 2(c) depicts the change in the polarization state for the transmissive mode on the Poincaré sphere when the light passes through the proposed configuration in the diagonal direction. The starting position is at position T when the light passes obliquely through the lower linear polarizer. Then, the polarization position of the light changes from T to B after passing through the lower λ=2 biaxial film. The polarization position moves to position D after passing through the lower λ=4 positive A-plate and the lower negative C-plate. Then, the polarization position of the light moves to position F after passing through the λ=2 VA-cell and the upper negative Cplate. Finally, the polarization position is converted to position A due to the upper λ=4 positive A-plate and the upper λ=2 biaxial film (N z ≈ 0:36). Therefore, the off-axis light leakage is eliminated in the oblique incidence because position A overlaps the absorption axis orientation of the upper linear polarizer, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . Here, we need to satisfy two conditions to gather the polarization positions of the entire visible wavelength to position A. Like the reflective mode, the first condition is that, after passing through the lower λ=2 biaxial film and the lower λ=4 positive A-plate, the polarization positions for the r, g, and b wavelengths should be on the circle S 1 -S 3 , as shown in Fig. 2(c) . For the calculation, we assume that the lower λ=4 positive A-plate has normal wavelength dispersion. To satisfy the first condition, we calculate the polarization position of the light as a function of parameter N z after light passes through the lower λ=2 biaxial film and the lower λ=4 positive A-plate. When the N z factor of the lower λ=2 biaxial film changes from 0.3 to 1.1, the polarization position of the light after passing through the lower λ=2 biaxial film and the lower λ=4 positive A-plate changes, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . From the calculated result, we confirmed that the first condition for compensation for the oblique incidence can be satisfied with a lower λ=2 biaxial film with N z ≈ 0:7. The second condition for optimization is to determine the retardation value of the lower negative C-plate. To move the final polarization position to position A, the polarization position of the light after passing through the lower negative C-plate in the entire visible wavelength should coincide with position D, as shown in Fig. 2(c) . Here, the Stokes vector of position D is ð1; −0:98986; −0:00114; 0:14201Þ T , so we can easily calculate the retardation value of the lower negative C-plate by using Eq. (2) . Tables 1 and 2 show the calculated optimized retardation values of the compensation films used for the r, g, and b wavelengths. In this calculation, we set the dispersion property of the VA LC as Δnðλ ¼ 450 nmÞ=Δnðλ ¼ 550 nmÞ ¼ 104 and Δnðλ ¼ 630 nmÞ=Δnðλ ¼ 550 nmÞ ¼ 0:98. The cell gap d was set to 3.8 and 7:6 μm for the calculation. With respect to the material dispersion, we can see that both the λ=2 biaxial film and the negative C-plate should have a normal dispersion property to gain an achromatic dark state. We compared the optical transmittance of the proposed circular polarizer with that of the conventional circular polarizer for the dark state, as shown in Fig. 4 . We can observe that the proposed configuration effectively removes the off-axis light leakage in the dark state. We verified the improved viewing angle of the proposed configuration by using the commercial LC software TechWiz LCD provided by the Sanayi System Co. in Korea instead of performing experiments, because each optimized film takes a very long time to be supported. Figure 5 shows the comparison of the luminance of the proposed configuration with that of the conventional configuration in the dark state. Figure 6 compares the normalized isocontrast contour of the conventional configuration with that of the proposed configuration in the visible wavelength range. From the calculated results in Figs. 5 and 6, we proved that the proposed configuration has a higher contrast ratio than the conventional configuration, as it reduces the off-axis light leakage in the dark state.
B. Polarization States and Optimization of Optical Films in the Transmissive Mode

Conclusions
In this study, we demonstrated a high contrast ratio circular polarizer with wideband and wide viewing angle properties using a λ=2 biaxial film and negative C-plate. To eliminate off-axis light leakage in the dark state and to obtain an excellent dark state, we augmented the compensation films used for phase dispersion of the entire visible wavelength range using the Stokes vector and the Mueller matrix on the Poincaré sphere. From numerical calculations, the proposed configuration is shown to have wide viewing angle and high contrast ratio characteristics due to compensating for light leakage in the diagonal direction. Thus, we believe that the proposed circular polarizer will suffice for mobile display applications in transflective LCD technologies.
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